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Abstract 
More researches have shown that real-time Twitter data can be used to predict market movement of securities 
and other financial instruments. The Universal Language Model Fine-Tuning (ULMFiT) is a new approach 
which is based on training a language model and transferring its knowledge to a final classifier. We propose to 
fine tune the ULMFiT model by optimizing the parameters and training the model in a deterministic approach to 
increase the reproducibility. In this paper, we performed multi-class classification using Fine-Tuned ULMFiT, 
Naive Bayes, SVM, Logistic Regression, Random Forest, Decision Tree, K-Nearest Neighbors, on the Twitter 
US Airline data set from Kaggle. A model is built firstly for six major U.S. airlines that performs sentiment 
analysis on customer reviews so that the airlines can have fast and concise feedback. Recommendations is made 
secondly on the most important aspect of services they could improve given customers complains. Significant 
accuracy has achieved, which shows that our models are reliable for future prediction. Also, the accuracy of 
different models is compared, and results show that Random Forest is the best approach. 
Keywords: Machine learning; Sentiment analysis; ULMFiT. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, Twitter has become the main online customer service platform. Hence a company‟s reputation 
on the Twitter website is of high value and importance especially in case for airlines. This is assuming the fact 
that commuters and travelers usually tweet their experiences from their previous flight. In fact, study has shown 
that replying to tweets has revenue generating potential, imbibes mores satisfaction than other customer service 
portals, and perhaps most importantly, satisfied Twitter users spread the word[14]. In this paper, we use the 
tweets to learn about people‟s flight experiences and give airline companies suggestions on how to make their 
trip more enjoyable. 
The data set contains about 15,000 tweets, collected from February 2015 on various airline reviews from Kaggle 
website‟s already available dataset[?]. Every review is labeled as either positive, negative or neutral. First, we 
want to build a model to perform sentiment analysis on the data set. Our model is based on Universal Language 
Model Fine tuning model (ULMFiT) [11] for Text Classification .Our approach using fine-tuned ULMFiT 
improves the accuracy and the time it takes to achieve the results considerably.  
ULMFiT is an effective transfer learning method to the NLP tasks. The ULMFiT method outperforms the state-
of-the-art on six text classification tasks, reducing the error by 18 % − 24% on the majority of datasets. 
ULMFiT architecture consist of five layers, they are: embedding layer, LSTM1, LSTM2, ReLU, Softmax. 
Between the last LSTM2 and ReLU, ULMFiT uses a vector representation composed by last LSTM2 state, 
average, and max-pooling of the sequence of LSTM2 states. They use average and max-pooling to select the 
most important information in the sequence of LSTM2 states, but not always the most important information is 
the average neither maximum values. 
Second, more interestingly, we want to assign a reason to each negative response, such as late flight, lost 
luggage, etc. In our data set, about 80% of the negative reviews has a negative reason label, yet the rests are 
labeled as” can‟t tell”. Our goal is to assign a label to this unspecified group. By knowing every review‟s 
negative reason, we can give specific suggestions to different airline companies on how to improve their service. 
2. Background and related work  
Nowadays, developing and testing different models for a natural language processing problem is an interesting 
and challenging task. One of the significant challenges of the natural language processing approach is the 
massive data requirements. Transfer learning techniques deal with this problem transferring the knowledge 
already learned in a model and use it for another task in a new model. Therefore, deep learning applications rely 
on the use of transfer learning due it enables to train models in an entirely new problem with fewer samples. 
Transfer learning is a widely used technique in the computer vision community. In most applications, the image 
features are learned by the model in a general task such as object detection using the ImageNet [15] dataset and 
used in different domains. Some works as [16,17] fine-tune the last layer or several layers of a pre-trained model 
and use the pre-trained information in different contexts. The work developed in [18] study the impact of dataset 
complexity on transfer learning over CNN. 
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The most common form of transfer learning in NLP is to use pretrained word embeddings from well know 
methods like GloVe [19], Word2Vec [20], FastText [21]. Some works as [22,23,24] design a transfer learning 
method based on a multi-task learning architecture. Multi-Task architectures share weights of different tasks. 
Thus, the knowledge of different tasks is shared. A recent method which goes beyond transfer pretrained word 
embeddings is the Hypercolumns [25] that uses embeddings at different levels. Another approach to transfer 
learning in NLP is Fine-Tuning, this method consist of training a model in one task and then fine-tuning the 
model to the target task. In NLP, the Fine-Tuning approach presents good results on transfer information 
between similar tasks, as presented in [26,27]. 
In the field of airline service is similar to the product review sentiment analysis in such way that both are 
classifying the feedback of a purchasable product. However, there are still many differences in terms of domain 
focus and concentration of the result. For instance, classifying book reviews from Amazon, „This book is worth 
reading.‟ is expressing a positive opinion regrading to the book. The word „book‟ is a noun in this sentence, but 
in airline service the word „book‟ has a higher chance to act as a verb, such as „I am not be able to book this 
flight‟. 
Twitter platform for travel companies. In airline service domains, for instance, many airline companies have 
provided 24/7 customer service using Twitter, which increased the responsiveness especially when dealing with 
complaints and inquiries. Twitter also enabled companies to notify latest promotion products to customers and 
receive direct customer opinions regarding the deal when they retweet or comment on it, which is another 
advantage of using the Twitter platform. In this context, implementing automatic sentiment analysis techniques 
can be very effective comparing with using human resources when marketing analysis tasks are required for a 
specific promotion. Additionally, many consumers tend to consider the feedbacks and opinions posted by other 
Twitter users who have experience with the products and services before purchasing. This can significantly 
influence the consumers‟ decisions on which airline company they are about to choose. 
 Since tweets texts are usually short and verbal, the same problem presents in our data set as well. However, 
even though the tweets are short, there are strong indicative words. Specific words can be used as indicators for 
spam/ham emails and achieve good test accuracy. Therefore, we believe that tweets review, without many 
negating negatives, can be predicted well using the frequency vector representation and even better by using 
transfer learning. To prove this, we will use 9 different models.   
3. Approach 
Twitter, for the past decade, is one of the most used microblogging websites in the world. With Twitter, people 
can easily express their opinions for the whole world to see, if person allows for their tweets to be public. 
Twitter has even allowed a more direct contact between businesses and the public, such that they can advertise 
or speak directly to customers. Also, the consumer can share their feelings towards a specific company, whether 
it has positive, negative, or neutral sentiments. This can either help the company, or hurt the company depending 
on the tweet. Since there are millions of users on twitter, and billions of tweets tweeted a day, it becomes 
difficult to people to search through the tweet to understand the sentiment of its consumers [3]. However, we 
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can use machine learning to train and evaluate models to recognize the sentiment of a tweet, to help better and 
efficiently understand what the consumer wants. 
3.1 Task 
For our research, we are analyzing tweets related to various airlines to understand the people's sentiment when 
using their services. The dataset is used from Kaggle repository. We can see looking at the graphs below that 
most of our tweets have negative sentiments towards airlines with a 63%, while only 21% has neutral sentiment 
and 16% has a positive sentiment. Using these tweets, we first need to preprocess them to obtain the features we 
want that would affect the sentiment. Then we use a machine learning model, such as Naive Bayes, Random 
Forest to name a couple, and train the model using some of the preprocessed tweets. We will then use the fine-
tuned ULMFit model that we propose in this paper. Finally, using the testing dataset of preprocessed tweets, we 
evaluate and compare our results to the predefined sentiment and obtain the models accuracy, precision, and 
recall rate. Once complete, we can finally compare each model and see which is best suited for twitter sentiment 
analysis. 
3.2 Data Set 
The sentiment analysis labels are positive (20%), negative (60%), and neutral (20%). The negative reason labels 
are bad flight (7.45%), canceled flight (9.62%), customer services issues (39.8%), damaged luggage (0.84%), 
flight attendant complaints (6.05%), flight booking problem (6.19%), late flights (1.99%), long lines (19.97%), 
and lost luggage (8.23%). 
 
Figure 1: Pie chart for the percentage of sentiments in our dataset. 
3.3 Preprocessing Steps 
Before we can start training, the data must be preprocessed since there are words that are the same, but are 
written differently, such as WORD and word. They are indistinguishable to us, but to a computer they are not. 
We want to have as few, but necessary words as possible [4]. To do this, we use regular expressions (regex) on 
every tweet. While processing each tweet, we convert every character from upper case to lower case, convert 
URLs into the word URL, convert mentions or others username into the word AT USER, remove excess 
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whitespace, remove all instances of „#‟ only keeping the word following it and then stripping the tweet. We also 
eliminate character repetition such that when someone uses the word LOOOL, LOOOOOL, or however many 
„O‟s they can fit, it will all be converted to 'LOOL' since it the intended spelling of some words require two of 
the same characters in repetition, such as the word 'hello'. This does mean that 'LOL' and 'LOOL' are two 
different features, but it would be extremely tedious to go through each feature and differentiate between the 
words that do and do not require the repetition and remove the unnecessary features. 
When obtaining our features, we first preprocess, as previously mentioned, and then we tokenize each word for 
all tweets. Going through each word, we remove each character repetition and punctuation. Finally, we compare 
each word in the tweet with stop words from the NLTK corpus, AT USER and URL. The stop words are words 
with no sentimental value, such as the word the, and therefore have no reason for being a feature. Also, the only 
features that are accepted are those that start with a letter so that there are no nonsense words. Finally, after 
checking every word, we get our features. For the tweets we want to train, we use the mentioned process and 
attach the appropriate sentiment value to it. 
3.4 Dictionary 
The dictionary is made based on the training data and all sentences are broken down into list of words: (1) 
Delete common words such as a, an, to, etc. with high frequency but little semantic usage. (2) Stem words, such 
as “thanks” and “thank” as one word. (3) Delete low frequency words to reduce the size of dictionary for 
calculation efficiency. 
3.5 Bags of Words Representation (Feature Extraction) 
As features in our dataset is words i.e. text so we need to represent in numbers which can be used as feature for 
various models. Bags of words is used to represent the text. It is way to extract features from text to use in the 
modelling. It describes the occurrence of words within a text/sentence. 
Three ways to represent in numerical features: 
 Tokenizing gives an id for each possible token, for example white spaces and punctuation as token 
parameters. 
 Counting the occurrences of words or tokens in each document. 
 Normalizing and weighting the importance token and diminishing the weights of stop words 
Samples are defined as follows: 
 Each individual token occurrence frequency is treated as a feature. 
 Vector of the features or tokens. 
Vectorization is the general process of turning a collection of text documents into numerical feature vectors. In 
our project we have used 2 grams of representation to increase the accuracy. 
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For example: “This book is not good” will have almost similar score value as “This is good”. As each word is 
taken, to increase the probability we can take 2 words as single feature like “not good”, “is good” will give us 
score value different. Score value is the number to which each word is assigned to. Stop words have less value 
compared to other values. 
4. Models 
4.1 Naïve bayes 
One of many ways to solve the twitter sentiment analysis classification problem is by using Naïve Bayes. Naïve 
Bayes uses Bayes Theorem, which for our classification problem, gives us: 
 (     |        )  
 (     )  (        |     )
 (        )
           (1) 
The algorithm assumes that all features are independent of one another and are hence naive. The Naive Bayes 
algorithm from the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) normalizes the numerator for each label rather than 
computing P ( features). In short, using the tweet as input, the algorithm will determine from each word which is 
the most appropriate  
We test our tweets by comparing each word with those features obtained from our training set and determining 
using the Naïve Bayes method to obtain the most likely sentiment. The data used has more tweets with negative 
sentiment than either neutral or positive, so it‟s more likely that it will predict negative tweets correctly. 
We can obviously see that with smaller test sizes, the predictions are more accurate, yet there‟s not much of a 
difference. We can also see that both positive and neutral recall only slightly vary as the test size increases. 
Negative recall, positive precision, and neutral precision get worse as the test size increases, while negative 
precision overall improves. Given the fact that most of the tweets have a ground truth label of negative, it makes 
sense that such 
 
Figure 2: Comparing the results of different sized training and testing data to see how well it can predict the 
data correctly 
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Events occur with smaller training data. Naive Bayes has some difficulty predicting neutral tweets while easily 
guessing negative tweets, though this is most likely due to there being a bias. If the dataset contained an 
approximately equal amount of positive, negative and neutral tweets, then surely the Naïve Bayes algorithm 
would have better predictive capabilities. 
4.2 Support vector machine 
Support Vector Machine is a supervised machine learning classifier that can implemented for regression 
analysis as well as binary classification. We are here using the classifier in our work to separate out tweets into 
positive or negative sentiments. We are using RBF Kernel in our project. SVM uses the same input and 
implementation package as Naive Bayes. We then calculate the accuracy of the SVM model. Following is the 
equation of the line that classifies our model. 
 (   )         (
 ||   || 
  
)   (2) 
The simple estimation of the decision boundaries to result as a function of the predictor variables is the main 
idea behind SVM. The input values are mapped on to one or other side of the boundary using this estimated line. 
The problem of overlapping classes, and the decision boundaries linearity is overcome by the SVM Classifier. 
4.3 Logistic regression 
Logistic regression is implemented to solve classification problems where we want to predict the result to be 
either 0 or 1. We usually use a sigmoid function as defined in the equation: 
   ( )   ( 
  )  
 
      
  
     (3) 
We can see that even if both Naïve Bayes and Logistic regression are linear classifiers, Naïve Bayes is a 
considered to be a generative classifier that will try to predict the likelihood term under the assumption of 
conditionally independent between features, however, this assumption less happened in the real word problems, 
but by contrast, Logistic regression is a discriminative classifier that use a Logistic function to get the likelihood 
directly. In addition to this, Logistic regression also covers the case of a binary dependent variable. As our 
dataset will be classified in a positive and negative category, it is expected to have better performance than 
Naïve Bayes, which can be clearly seen in the conclusion section. 
4.4 Adaboosting 
Adaboosting is an ensemble technique which takes number of weak learners and attempts to create a strong 
classifier. It is used to boost the performance of decision trees. The predictions from all of them are then 
combined through a weighted majority vote (or sum) to produce the final prediction. At each boosting iteration 
weights w (1), w (2), w(n) are applied to each of the training samples. Initial value of those weights is all set to 
w(I) = 1/N, the first step simply trains a weak learner on the original data. For each successive iteration, 
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misclassification rate also known as error is calculated and the sample weights are modified based on that rate 
and the algorithm is applied again to the reweighted data. At each iteration weights of incorrect samples which 
we got from previous step, whereas weights of correctly classified samples are decreased. Each subsequent 
weak learner is thereby forced to concentrate on the examples that are missed by the previous ones in the 
sequence.  
Table 1: Parameter Tuning 
n_estimators(default estimator) Accuarcy 
100 74.48770% 
200 75.10246% 
300 76.05874% 
400 76.43442% 
500 76.33197% 
N_estimators controls the number of weak learners also known as decision stumps. Contribution of the weak 
learners in the final combination is controlled by learning rate. Base Estimator parameter is used to specify 
different weak learners. 
N_estimators and the complexity of the base estimators are the main parameters to tune to obtain good results  
Table 2: Adaboost with Decision as base estimator 
N_estimator(decision tree) Max depth of tree Accuracy 
2 15 ~73.66% 
10 15 ~74.28% 
100 15 ~70.41% 
10 14 ~74.11% 
10 16 ~74.86% 
As no of estimators is increased, accuracy also reaches till a point and it starts decreasing after a certain point in 
our case it is 300. As learning rate is varied, accuracy varies there is no pattern with the accuracy. Same is the 
case with max_depth. Major impact on the accuracy is due to N_estimators. 
4.5 Gradient Tree Boosting 
Gradient tree boosting is dependent on three below factors. 
Loss Function: It can be squared error or logarithmic loss. 
Weak learner for predictions: Decision trees are constructed in a greedy manner, choosing split points based on 
purity scores like Giny 
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An additive model: Decision trees are added in iterative manner and gradient descent procedure is used to 
minimize loss. 
N_estimators: controls the number of weak learners 
Learning_rate: it used to control the overfitting of the data. 
Table 3: Training Gradient Tree with different values of parameter 
N_estimators Learning rate Max depth Accuracy 
100 1.0 3 76.2978142077% 
200 1.0 3 77.1516393443% 
300 1.0 3 77.2540983607% 
400 1.0 3 77.1857923497% 
300 2.0 3 69.8428961749% 
300 0.1 3 73.1315677889% 
300 1.0 4 77.2540983607% 
300 1.0 5 76.912568306% 
100 1.0 4 76.6393442623% 
100 1.0 5 75.9221311475% 
As no of estimators is increased, accuracy also reaches till a point and it starts decreasing after a certain point in 
our case it is 300. As learning rate is varied, accuracy varies there is no pattern with the accuracy. Same is the 
case with max_depth. Major impact on the accuracy is due to N_estimators. 
4.6 Decision tree 
The Decision tree classification approach is a technique that making classification predictions by carrying out a 
series of true or false decisions. The decision tree approach is the foundation for the implementation of Random 
forest. A Decision Tree is a flowchart-like tree structure, in which each internal node represents a test on an 
attribute and each branch represents an outcome of the test, and each leaf node represents a class. 
4.7 Statistical language model 
The Statistical Language Model, also known as SLM, is a model used to estimate the distribution of natural 
language. The model uses probability distribution to show how frequently a string is encountered and, based on 
the strings; it will make a prediction on what word would come next. The big thing with natural language is that 
it is always 
Changing Words and phrases used in a specific way can mean many different things. That is why we must look 
at the whole sentence structure and not just one word within a sentence to try and guess what the sentence is 
trying to convey. It assigns a probability to the whole sentence and also a probability to the likelihood of what 
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word will show up after a given sequence of words are given. 
The model begins with getting the tweets and breaking it up into words. The words are then analyzed to see 
what words are commonly used within the batch of tweets. The commonly used words are used as stopping 
points as the model grabs list of words from the tweets. 
Table 4: list of the most commonly used words within the tweets in the given file 
Word Frequencies Word Frequencies 
Have 1746 That 1722 
To 8627 The 6030 
I 5393 Flight 4762 
A 4457 You 4082 
For 3975 On 3763 
And 3693 My 3265 
Is 2808 In 2521 
It 2494 Of 2099 
me 1908 Your 1899 
The model removes the stopping words that have little to no effect to the sentence structure and it will make the 
data smaller to search through. This will also assign a probability to a sequence of words. The words that are 
important will have a higher probability next to ones that are not as important. The features part of the model 
will be a list of words that will get check to see what label it falls under. The labels are positive, negative and 
neutral. This model also uses MLE (maximum likelihood estimation) to calculate the probability of receiving a 
prediction based on what set of data it was given. Just knowing some predictions will help the model get a good 
estimate for a bigger sample size, but only if the predictions are normally distributed. The scores I got after 
running the model 6 times for each alpha value in table 5. The prediction value gets better when the change of 
alpha is smaller. 
Table 5: Alpha value from point 0.1 to 0.0001 
Alpha value       
0.1 98.6 93.54 94.52 94.63 95.21 94.9 
0.5 97 88.17 92.45 92.54 87.33 89.88 
0.01 98.8 94.78 95.02 95.59 96.66 95.66 
0.0001 98.8 94.96 95.18 96.22 97 95.85 
4.8 Random Forest 
The random Forests regressor is implement for fitting many classifying decision trees on sub-samples of our 
data. This classifier is expected to improve the accuracy and control overfitting by averaging. The introduction 
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of the Random Forest Algorithm was developed as an approach to be built over decision trees. We use the 
bagging approach as described in the approach section. From a dataset D, we build each time an eligible 
Decision Tree, having N instances and A attributes, we build a subset d. This d is sampled along the with 
replacement techniques for the training dataset. 
4.9 ULMFiT 
Universal Language Model Fine-tuning for Text Classification (ULMFiT) is a Transfer Learning Method used 
in (NLP) [11]. ULMFiT pre-trains a language model using data from a general domain corpus. Then, it transfers 
the learned information from a language model to a text classifier. ULMFiT has three steps, present in figure 3: 
(a) LM pre-training, (b) LM fine-tuning and (c) Classifier fine-tuning. 
 
Figure 3: Step by step of ULMFiT 
 4.9.1 LM pre-training 
The general domain language model is trained in the Wikitext 103 dataset composed by 25,595 pre-processed 
articles from Wikipedia and 103 million words written in English. The computational cost at this stage is 
relatively high but spent just once, and then used for other models.  
4.9.2 LM fine-tuning  
From the pre-trained LM, the fine-tuning of the language model using the dataset of the classifier. This is an 
essential part because the word distribution is different among different datasets, so it is necessary to do new 
training. The training phase is divided into two stages: 
 Discriminative fine-tuning 
Each layer uses a different learning rate. Initially, the learning rate of the last layer is defined, then is calculated 
for the previous layers according to the following 
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                ( )                (i) 
   
          
      ( )            (ii) 
                                           (iii) 
According to Howard and Ruder in [11] the value 2.6 is defined after various experiments. 
 Slanted Triangular Learning Rate 
Initially, the maximum point of the learning rate is defined. The initial learning rate is the minimum value, and it 
has to grow until it reaches that maximum. After crossing that point, it starts to decrease. At the same time that 
the maximum value of the learning rate is set, the percentage of decreasing by epochs is also defined. 
4.9.3 Classifier fine-tuning 
Here, the final classifier is trained. 
The authors remove the softmax layer of the language model. Then, they add a ReLU and softmax layer to solve 
the problem. Thus, the embedding layers and LSTM are pre-trained for the language model, so the ReLU and 
softmax layers are the only ones trained from scratch. Given a new sentence S, we gather its sentence 
representation H = [H1; H2; :::; Hn] obtained from the last language model LSTM and calculate its final 
representation using this equation 
               ( )         ( )             (4) 
The ULMFiT authors chose to use average and max-pooling layers because the essential part of a sentence may 
have only a few words, so we can lose information if we use only the last state Hn. 
In our model we will use the following hyper parameters that are fine-tuned from the original model 
We use the original language model available from the ULMFiT authors Howard and Ruder. It consist of an 
embedding size of 400 units, 3 layers with 1,150 units per layer and trained with a Backpropagation Through 
Time (BPTT) [12] with a batch size of 70. The authors used a dropout of 0.4, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.05 for the layers, 
RNN layers, input embedding layers, and output embedding layers, respectively.At the classifier step, we follow 
the original ULMFiT approach using a hidden layer of 50 units and an Adam optimization method with β1 = 
0:7, β2 = 0:99. Our attention layer has 400 units, and we use a batch size of 48, a base learning rate of 0.004 and 
0.01 for finetuning the LM and the classifier respectively. In the same way as the ULMFiT authors, we use 15 
epochs to fine-tune the language model and 50 epochs for the classifier step. An important difference between 
our training method and the original ULMFiT is the use of a deterministic approach by setting the seed value to 
40, and this is important to increase reproducibility. Following the original ULMFiT approach, we use 
bidirectional language model [13] too. It consist of fine-tune a forward (original sequence of sentence S) 
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language model and a backward (sentence S inverted). 
5. Discussion 
A general conclusion is that classifiers‟ results vary according to the dataset, however, it is noticeable that kNN, 
RF, and DT were almost better than other classifiers on most of the experiments. Another major conclusion is 
that feature selection (levels 1 and 2) almost enhanced every performed experiment on any dataset, except for 
rare cases where using the whole feature set was better (i.e. Naïve Bayes, and Adaboost on the “American” 
dataset). 
The fine-tuned ULMFiT model has provided its best performing hyperparameters to achieve best performance. 
While this parameters may work on other datasets they were not the best for our dataset and we decided to fine 
tune the model to fit out our dataset. We explored three regularization techniques: we fine-tuned the base 
learning rate of the language model, we also fine-tuned the learning rate of the classifier, and finally on our 
training model we change the seed value to enhance replicability. Based on our results we found our model 
produced better results than the standard ULMFiT model and the model is not overfitting on dataset because of 
the dataset imbalance. 
6. Precision 
Table 7: Accuracy in the two-class dataset 
Model name accuracy 
Fine-tuned ULMFiT  0.931 
Random Forest Classifier 0.809 
Ada Boost Classifiers 0.785 
Gradient Tree Boosting 0.765 
Decision Tree Classifiers 0.757 
Logistic Regression 0.645 
SVM 0.645 
Naïve Bayes 0.572 
7. Conclusion 
In this paper we have studied the sentiment analysis based on the feedbacks of travelers regarding airline 
companies. Our proposed approach showed that both feature selection and over-sampling techniques are equally 
important about to boosting our results. The use of the ULMFit technique has returned the best subset of 
features and reduced the computations needed to train our classifiers. Whereas, SMOTE has reduced the skewed 
distribution of the classes found in most of our smaller datasets without causing overfitting. Our results are a 
compelling evidence that the proposed model has high classification accuracy in predicting instances form the 
three classes (Positive, Negative, and Neutral). 
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As can be seen, some of the applied classifiers have outperformed the others. For example, Random Forest and 
Decision Tree have shown a high prediction level, and stability when applied on all datasets. While K-NN and 
Linear SVM have shown an acceptable level of performance regarding all the evaluation metrics. On the other 
hand, Kernel SVM has shown poor results in comparison with other classifiers  
This research has had some limitations since the model had a problem in overfitting the model when applied on 
this dataset over-fitted when applied on large epochs at such we had to use the set no of 15 epochs in our study. 
This could be a big problem if we wanted to train the model on a large dataset and it over-fitted, as this would 
provide the results but miscalculated results. 
8. Recommendations 
Apart from measuring the performance of different models, in future, we plan to extract what kind of works 
exactly enables us to predict the emotions and sentiments of what people share as Tweets, more accurately. We 
also would like to have hyperparameters for each model during each iteration for fine tuning. Additionally 
language modelling could also be included, instead of using the AWS_LSTM another pre-trained model could 
be used, maybe one more specifically trained for tweets or sentiment. Data preprocessing could also have been 
done differently. 
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